
Medieval Wedding
Mondaino  medieval hilltop town 

On the verses of the Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri

An entire village available for a wonderful trip back in time! 
All the inhabitants and artisans in period costume, as well as the waiters and musicians.

The food will have a great importance telling of a time when the rich lords tasted dishes not 
yet crossed by the spices of the Americas. All the medieval equipment and fitting 

will give to your Wedding a really medieval atmosphere !!
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Wedding Day:
- Wedding planner for coordination during all the wedding day

- Accommodation hotel 3***/4****/5***** and historical houses
- location  - catering  - Decorative fittings  - music  - photos  - Bridal hairstyle and make-up

- Transport (luxury car, van, vintage cars, coaches, buses GT etc …)  - Medical and luggage insurance base
- Interpreter for ceremony  - Guide and interpreter for the duration of your stay

For your Wedding Holiday:
We can suggest you some trips and experiences .. for a very unforgettable Wedding travel :

'

Montegridolfo
The “village of Brides” is a charming and fascinating medieval castle, which appears completely 
restored and elegant.  The centre is fully protected by high walls with only one access under a 
big tower from 13th century.

Montefiore
The biggest Fortress of Malatesta Seignory called “the Balcony on the Adriatic Sea” for the amazing 
panorama that we can see form the top of the tower. A very nice historical centre with a precious 
Italian style Theatre and a Church with a crucifix of XII century.

Ravenna
An important City of Art rich in history, charm, culture: It was a capital of the Western Roman 
Empire, and today is part of  UNESCO World Heritage Site. Visit of the Byzantine Mosaics, the 
Cathedral of S. Vitale and the town centre with Piazza del Popolo and the Funeral Monument 
dedicate to the greatest poet of Italy: Dante Alighieri.

Mulino delle Fosse - Mondaino
A charming place where art, flavours and poetry are mixed together in a ancient Oil Mill.
It is the precious place where is produced the delicious “Fossa Cheese”. Meeting s with the 
producers and tasting of different kind of cheeses and other typical products.
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